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Massive Stars (>8 M	) 

Influence Galaxies 
 
They explode (SN) 
 
They implode (BH) 
 
They are mysterious 
 
Produce >Fe elements 
 
They are our parents 

The field has become quite popular recently which helps to get jobs 



Low mass stars: 

High mass stars: 
UV 

Radiation pressure 



Fragment 

Radiation pressure (UV) increases over time until it counteracts further accretion 
 
This happens at ~ 8 M	 

Grav. contraction 
 
L = 4 pi R2 sigma T4 

 
High T -> more UV 
 

Radiation pressure 

Problem: 
      Radiation pressure 



Accretion from inner disk (via MRI)

Reference: Hosokawa et al., 2016, ApJ, 824, 119 

Theoretical solution: 
   “Episodic accretion” 



Accretion from inner disk (via MRI)

L = 4 π R2 σ T4, star will ‘bloat’ 

Reference: Hosokawa et al., 2016, ApJ, 824, 119 

Theoretical solution: 
   “Episodic accretion” 



Theoretical solution: 
   “Episodic accretion” 

Accretion from inner disk (via MRI)

L = 4 π R2 σ T4, star will ‘bloat’ Gravitational contraction

Reference: Hosokawa et al., 2016, ApJ, 824, 119 

•  Beat radiation pressure
•  Build very massive stars



•  Discovered in low-mass star-
forming regions (e.g., Herbig 66,77) 

•  Luminosity/Accretion rate 
increase 1-3 order of mag.! 

•  Classified into 3 types                   
(see Audard 14; Contreras Pena+ 16) 
–  FUors: High amp & Longer > 10 yr 
–  EXors: Moderate & Shorter < 1.5 yr 
–  MNors: 1.5 yr < & < 10 yr 

•  Resolve luminosity problem 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
JD (2,455,000 + )
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Fig. 2.— Comparison light curves for the FUor V1057 Cyg, the
intermediate case V1647 Ori, the new sources HBC 722 and VSX
J2025126.1+440523 (also known as PTF 10nvg or V2492 Cyg),
and the classical EXor EXLup, showing the continuum of outburst
durations. Adapted from Kóspál et al., (2011a).

2010). The luminosity of V2494 Cyg (=HH 381 IRS) is
difficult to constrain (14 − 45 L⊙) in light of the uncer-
tainty in its distance (Magakian et al., 2013). The recently
discovered V1647 Ori also showed moderate luminosity at
peak (about 20− 40L⊙; Andrews et al., 2004;Muzerolle et
al., 2005; Aspin, 2011b), although it may more closely re-
semble an EXor than a FUor. Some new sources are young
(typically Class I) and deeply embedded, hidden behind
thick envelopes (e.g., OO Ser: Kóspál et al., 2007; V900
Mon: Reipurth at al., 2012). Others have no detectable en-
velopes, suggesting a relatively evolved state (e.g., V733
Cep: Reipurth et al., 2007a; HBC 722: Green et al., 2011,
2013c;Dunham et al., 2012), despite sometimes displaying
heavy extinction due to surrounding clouds.
Even more interestingly, time scales for outbursts were

found in between those of classical EXors and FUors
(Fig. 2). OO Ser was in outburst for about 8 yrs (Hodapp
et al., 1996, 2012). Together with its moderate luminosity,
it bears resemblance to V1647 Ori, which has been twice
in outburst since 2004 (see Sect. 2.9.3). HBC 722 also dis-
played quite peculiar behavior: it started fading after peak
brightness with a rate much faster than typical for FUors,
but the fading stopped, and the object started brightening
again, with no clear signs that its outburst will end any
time soon (Semkov et al., 2012; Fig. 2). These discoveries
demonstrate that eruptive phenomena span a considerable
range in evolutionary state, envelope mass, stellar mass,
time behavior, and accretion rates.

2.8. Re-arrangements in the Circumstellar Matter

Several unusual eruptive stars were recently identified:
sources where the brightening may be due to the combina-
tion of two effects (Hillenbrand et al., 2013). One effect
is an intrinsic brightening related to enhanced accretion, as
in all eruptive stars (e.g., Sicilia-Aguilar et al., 2008). The
other effect is a dust-clearing event that reduces the extinc-
tion along the line of sight, such as in UX Ori-type stars
(e.g., Xiao et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012; Semkov and
Peneva, 2012). Tab. 1 does not include sources for which
extinction effects dominate the time variability (e.g., GM
Cep, V1184 Tau). Accretion and extinction changes of-
ten happen synchronously, suggesting that they are phys-
ically linked. The extinction can reach high values (e.g.,
Covey et al., 2011; Kóspál et al., 2011a). The variations are
likely due to obscuring structures lying close to the stars
(i.e., within a few tenths of an AU, Kóspál et al., 2013).
Interestingly, the objects in question can also be highly em-
bedded Class I objects, such as V2492 Cyg, and they can
display rich and variable emission-line spectra like EXors
(Aspin, 2011a). The intermediate-mass star PV Cep, origi-
nally classified as an EXor by Herbig, (1989) on the basis
of its large outburst in 1977–1979 (Cohen et al., 1981), de-
spite its mass, embeddedness and higher accretion rate than
typical EXors, also shows variability resulting from an in-
terplay between variable accretion and circumstellar extinc-
tion, hinting at a rapidly changing dust distribution close to
the star (Kun et al., 2011b; Lorenzetti et al., 2011; see also
Caratti o Garatti et al., 2013).
These new observations indicate that structural changes

often happen in the innermost part of the disk or circumstel-
lar matter, typically within 1AU, supporting the conclusion
that these changes are related to the outburst. It is remark-
able that all of the objects described above show EXor-like,
repetitive outbursts. This implies that whatever structural
change happens in the disk, it should be reversible on a
relatively short timescale, setting strong constraints on the
physical processes involved.

2.9. Multi-Wavelength Studies of Outbursts

Recent outbursts in classical EXors and in new eruptive
young stars triggered strong interest in obtaining detailed
follow-up observations at all possible wavelengths. We fo-
cus on three well-studied objects — the classical EXors EX
Lup and V1118 Ori, and the recently discovered V1647 Ori
— that reflect the diversity of outburst properties.
2.9.1. The prototype EXLupi. EX Lup is a young low-

mass (0.6M⊙) M0V star (Gras-Velázquez and Ray, 2005),
with a quiescent Lbol = 0.7 L⊙. Its disk has a mass of
0.025M⊙, with an inner hole within 0.2–0.3 AU, and an
outer radius of 150AU (Sipos et al., 2009). There is no hint
of any envelope. This prototype of the EXor class shows
small amplitude variations in quiescence, but has displayed
several outbursts (Lehmann et al., 1995; Herbig et al.,
2001; Herbig, 2007) during which the photospheric spec-
trum is veiled by a hot continuum, the equivalent widths
of the optical emission lines decrease, inverse PCygni ab-
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Light curve at Optical-bands
(Kospal+ 2011;  Audart+ 2014)
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Episodic accretion: 
     in low mass star formation 
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Episodic accretion: 
     Known accretion bursts 

NGC6334I S255NIRS3 



Episodic accretion 
   in high-mass stars 

Open questions in episodic high-mass SF: 
 
•  Significant mass accretion? 
•  Mechanism? 
•  Timescales? 
•  Variety? (Exor / MNor / FUor) 

6.7 GHz Methanol masers: observational tool  

H2O 

CH3OH 



[M2O] Maser Monitoring Organization 

Launch:  2017/09/07  @IAU Symposium 336 
Aim 

–  Collaboration through single dish monitor for the maser variability 
–  Achievable amazing monitor:  24 hrs continuous,  high-frequent, etc. 
–  Follow-up interferometer/VLBI obs. by flare-alert from collaborators 

Participants 
–  Australia, Canada, China, France, Italy, Japan, 

Korea, Latvia, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Thailand, 
Ukraine, USA 

Led by  G. MacLeod  &  S. Goedhart  in South Africa

© Dr. G. MacLeod

Launch:  2017/09/07  @IAU Symp. 336
Aim:  Unique flux monitor & Follow-up at Radio/NIR
Participants:  Australia, Canada, China, France, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Latvia, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Thailand, Ukraine, USA



Telescope  Hitachi 32-m (Yonekura+ 16) 
Frequency  6.664-6.672 GHz 
High-cadence monitor  On-going from Dec 30, 2019 
Detection mode of drastic rising-up  Operators (mainly 

undergraduate/graduated students) make data reduction via 
script and check/report to ML in Ibaraki Univ. lab 
G 358.93-00.03: Interval of monitor obs  
–  ~ 2019/01/14  once / 45-50 d 
–  2019/01/16 ~ 	  

Observations
Hitachi 32-m radio telescope

(Credit: NAOJ)

G 358.93-00.03
–  Distance  6.5/10 kpc  (kinetic)
–  MM1/MM3: Line-rich, Hot core

•  MM1: Possible accretion disk

ALMA



High-mass YSO: 
      G358.93-0.03 

KS, Y. Yonekura, et al. (2019), ATel

3 order of mag at max
Only in just a month!

© Ibaraki Univ.
http://vlbi.sci.ibaraki.ac.jp/iMet/G358.9-00-190114/

4 Brogan et al.

Figure 1. (a) ALMA 0.89mm (Band 7) continuum image of G358.93�0.03, with an angular resolution 0.0046⇥ 0.0042 (⇠ 3000 au
at 6.75 kpc). Contour levels are 3.5mJy beam�1 (1�)⇥(8, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 144, 240, 336); the continuum components are labeled
for reference. Integrated intensity (b) and velocity (c) images of the CH3CN J = 114�104 transition (Band 5 data, beam 0.0055),
with the 0.89mm contours from (a) overlaid. The location of the (sub)millimeter masers is indicated by the blue ⇥ symbol
in (b). (d-g) Spatially integrated maser spectra for (d) SMA, near 200 GHz; (e) SMA, near 340 GHz; (f) ALMA, for three of
the same lines as panel d; (g) ALMA, for four of the same lines as panel e. The brightness temperature (Tb) scales (shown in
kiloKelvin) are computed with respect to the synthesized beam, not the fitted size.

The SMA 290.3 and 306.3GHz windows did not contain
any maser emission and are not discussed further.
The SMA continuum images were made with robust

weighting R = +0.5 and have beam sizes of 0.0066⇥ 0.0046
(pa= +4�) at 210.88GHz and 1.001 ⇥ 0.007 (pa= +14�)
at 346GHz. The ALMA continuum images were made
with R = �0.5, +0.1, and +0.1 for Bands 5, 6, and 7

(1.5, 1.3, and 0.89mm), respectively, yielding similar an-
gular resolutions that were subsequently convolved to a
common beam of 0.0046⇥0.0042 (pa= �30�) to measure the
individual source properties. An R = +1.0 Band 7 im-
age was also created to measure the integrated flux den-
sity for comparison to single dish measurements. Small
systematic position o↵sets among the continuum images

Brogan, Hunter+ (19)



 
 
 
 
Telescopes  

ATCA, Ceduna, Hobart, Mopra, Warkworth, Hartebeesthoek 
ATCA, Ceduna, Hobart, Mopra, Warkworth, Parkes 
 
Obs  

2nd Feb 2019 (half month after burst) 
28th Feb 2019 
 
Freq.  

   6.668 GHz 
 
Vel. spacing  

   0.045 km/s  
 
Note   Phase referencing 
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VLBI follow-up: 
      Long Baseline Array (LBA) 
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VLBI follow-up: 
      Long Baseline Array (LBA) 
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GREY: G358  IPOL  absCUBE.MEAN.13

Grey scale flux range= -20.02 -14.77 Kilo M/S
Cont peak flux =  5.3167E+04 JY/B*M/S
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CONT: G358  IPOL  abCUBu.SUMM.13
GREY: G358  IPOL  abCUBu.MEAN.13

Grey scale flux range= -19.26 -14.72 Kilo M/S
Cont peak flux =  3.9078E+04 JY/B*M/S
Levs = 2.000E+00 * (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128,
256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384)
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Results 26 days 

Implies a translocation of 1-2 mas/day, which is 11,700 to 23,400 km/s  at 
the source's kinematic distance of 6.75 kpc (equivalent to 0.04 to 0.08c). 

Methanol masers die at v >10 km/s i.e. Too fast to be proper motion 



Maser C  (the speed of light)

HMPS

Mechanism 

 0.1−1 au
(  1 mas)

~10−1,000 au
(  1 arcsec)

~10,000 au (~0.1 pc)
(  10 arcsec)

Dusty disk Torus 

Accretion burst 

•  Thermal energy from the accretion event propagates outward 
•  Masers are created / destroyed at ever-increasing radii 
•  Strong support for an accretion event 
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      viewpoints: 
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•  The M2O: effective communication and follow-up  
 
•  Observed a “heat-wave” from the G358 accretion burst 

•  Extreme maser evolution  

•  Fast VLBI responses critical 

•  Dissimilar to S255 / NGC6334 

G358 6.7 GHz 
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Future work: 
      Questions: 
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Fig. 2.— Comparison light curves for the FUor V1057 Cyg, the
intermediate case V1647 Ori, the new sources HBC 722 and VSX
J2025126.1+440523 (also known as PTF 10nvg or V2492 Cyg),
and the classical EXor EXLup, showing the continuum of outburst
durations. Adapted from Kóspál et al., (2011a).

2010). The luminosity of V2494 Cyg (=HH 381 IRS) is
difficult to constrain (14 − 45 L⊙) in light of the uncer-
tainty in its distance (Magakian et al., 2013). The recently
discovered V1647 Ori also showed moderate luminosity at
peak (about 20− 40L⊙; Andrews et al., 2004;Muzerolle et
al., 2005; Aspin, 2011b), although it may more closely re-
semble an EXor than a FUor. Some new sources are young
(typically Class I) and deeply embedded, hidden behind
thick envelopes (e.g., OO Ser: Kóspál et al., 2007; V900
Mon: Reipurth at al., 2012). Others have no detectable en-
velopes, suggesting a relatively evolved state (e.g., V733
Cep: Reipurth et al., 2007a; HBC 722: Green et al., 2011,
2013c;Dunham et al., 2012), despite sometimes displaying
heavy extinction due to surrounding clouds.
Even more interestingly, time scales for outbursts were

found in between those of classical EXors and FUors
(Fig. 2). OO Ser was in outburst for about 8 yrs (Hodapp
et al., 1996, 2012). Together with its moderate luminosity,
it bears resemblance to V1647 Ori, which has been twice
in outburst since 2004 (see Sect. 2.9.3). HBC 722 also dis-
played quite peculiar behavior: it started fading after peak
brightness with a rate much faster than typical for FUors,
but the fading stopped, and the object started brightening
again, with no clear signs that its outburst will end any
time soon (Semkov et al., 2012; Fig. 2). These discoveries
demonstrate that eruptive phenomena span a considerable
range in evolutionary state, envelope mass, stellar mass,
time behavior, and accretion rates.

2.8. Re-arrangements in the Circumstellar Matter

Several unusual eruptive stars were recently identified:
sources where the brightening may be due to the combina-
tion of two effects (Hillenbrand et al., 2013). One effect
is an intrinsic brightening related to enhanced accretion, as
in all eruptive stars (e.g., Sicilia-Aguilar et al., 2008). The
other effect is a dust-clearing event that reduces the extinc-
tion along the line of sight, such as in UX Ori-type stars
(e.g., Xiao et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012; Semkov and
Peneva, 2012). Tab. 1 does not include sources for which
extinction effects dominate the time variability (e.g., GM
Cep, V1184 Tau). Accretion and extinction changes of-
ten happen synchronously, suggesting that they are phys-
ically linked. The extinction can reach high values (e.g.,
Covey et al., 2011; Kóspál et al., 2011a). The variations are
likely due to obscuring structures lying close to the stars
(i.e., within a few tenths of an AU, Kóspál et al., 2013).
Interestingly, the objects in question can also be highly em-
bedded Class I objects, such as V2492 Cyg, and they can
display rich and variable emission-line spectra like EXors
(Aspin, 2011a). The intermediate-mass star PV Cep, origi-
nally classified as an EXor by Herbig, (1989) on the basis
of its large outburst in 1977–1979 (Cohen et al., 1981), de-
spite its mass, embeddedness and higher accretion rate than
typical EXors, also shows variability resulting from an in-
terplay between variable accretion and circumstellar extinc-
tion, hinting at a rapidly changing dust distribution close to
the star (Kun et al., 2011b; Lorenzetti et al., 2011; see also
Caratti o Garatti et al., 2013).
These new observations indicate that structural changes

often happen in the innermost part of the disk or circumstel-
lar matter, typically within 1AU, supporting the conclusion
that these changes are related to the outburst. It is remark-
able that all of the objects described above show EXor-like,
repetitive outbursts. This implies that whatever structural
change happens in the disk, it should be reversible on a
relatively short timescale, setting strong constraints on the
physical processes involved.

2.9. Multi-Wavelength Studies of Outbursts

Recent outbursts in classical EXors and in new eruptive
young stars triggered strong interest in obtaining detailed
follow-up observations at all possible wavelengths. We fo-
cus on three well-studied objects — the classical EXors EX
Lup and V1118 Ori, and the recently discovered V1647 Ori
— that reflect the diversity of outburst properties.
2.9.1. The prototype EXLupi. EX Lup is a young low-

mass (0.6M⊙) M0V star (Gras-Velázquez and Ray, 2005),
with a quiescent Lbol = 0.7 L⊙. Its disk has a mass of
0.025M⊙, with an inner hole within 0.2–0.3 AU, and an
outer radius of 150AU (Sipos et al., 2009). There is no hint
of any envelope. This prototype of the EXor class shows
small amplitude variations in quiescence, but has displayed
several outbursts (Lehmann et al., 1995; Herbig et al.,
2001; Herbig, 2007) during which the photospheric spec-
trum is veiled by a hot continuum, the equivalent widths
of the optical emission lines decrease, inverse PCygni ab-
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(Kospal+ 2011;  Audart+ 2014)

•  Massive EX/MN/FU-Ors? 
a possible `zoo’ of HM bursts? 

•  How much mass accreted? 
how to determine this? 

•  What initiates accretion bursts? 
deeper understanding of mechanisms 

•  What else can be learned? 
refine the investigative process 
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Results 26 days 
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Accretion burst 

t1 

t2 

Accretion radiation 


